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Experimental verifications are presented of expressions derived in the preceding paper that describe a simple
and sensitive near-null technique for nanosecond time-resolved magnetic optical rotatory dispersion (TRMORD)
spectroscopy. Expressions verified include those describing artifacts associated with strain, imperfect Faraday
compensation, and photoselection-induced orientation of the sample. The accuracy of MORD data obtained
with this method is demonstrated by comparison with MORD curves calculated from the Kramers-Kronig
transform of independently measured magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectra. The separation of natural
and magnetic optical rotations for chiral biological macromolecules and potential artifacts associated with
this separation are discussed. This work confirms the prediction in paper 1 in this series that the MORD
technique is less sensitive to linear birefringence (arising from strained optics or photoselected samples, for
instance) than the related near-null MCD technique previously developed in this lab. Possible problems
associated with imperfect Faraday compensation are discussed, as is the prediction in the preceding paper of
a coupling between photoselection-induced linear dichroism of the sample and Faraday rotation of the solvent.
Photolysis measurements on carbonmonoxymyoglobin demonstrate that an excitation geometry in which the
sample is probed along the unique axis of excitation minimizes the latter effect, improving accuracy in MORD
measurements on photoselected samples. The TRMORD technique is applied to the ligand rebinding reaction
of photolyzed carbonmonoxymyoglobin in Soret-region spectral measurements that demonstrate the ability
of this technique to measure multichannel time-resolved magnetooptical data with a precision suitable for
global kinetic analysis.

Introduction

Magnetic optical activity (MOA) is a particularly useful
spectroscopic tool for studying the structure and electronic
configurations of inorganic complexes,1 porphyrins,2 heme
proteins,3 and non-heme proteins.4 The first modern application
of magnetic optical rotatory dispersion (MORD) spectroscopy
to heme proteins was by Shashoua,5 who examined the MORD
of the oxidized and reduced forms of cytochromec and
demonstrated the sensitivity of MORD to the oxidation and
ligation states of the heme chromophore. Since then, the MORD
of heme proteins has been shown to be sensitive to the redox
state, the nature of the axial ligands, the spin state of the iron,
and the nature of the protein environment around the chro-
mophore.6 Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) largely eclipsed
MORD as a probe of MOA chromophores with the advent of
modern circular dichroism instruments based on photoelastic
modulators and phase-sensitive detection. Nevertheless, the
measurement of MORD can have advantages over MCD
measurements in some cases, most notably for optically dense
samples.

In principle, MORD and MCD contain identical information.
Optical activity consists of an absorptive part, circular dichroism
(CD), and a dispersive part, circular birefringence (CB) or

optical rotatory dispersion (ORD). CD is the differential
absorption of left and right circularly polarized light, and CB
is the difference in the refractive index of left and right circularly
polarized light. The absorptive and dispersive parts of optical
activity are related by Kramers-Kronig transforms.7-9 Natural
optical activity (NOA) results from chirality in the structure of
a chromophore or its environment. Magnetic optical activity
arises from the chirality induced in the motions of charged
particles by a magnetic field. It is particularly sensitive to the
presence of degeneracies, or near degeneracies, in the electronic
structure of a chromophore. As in NOA, MOA has an
absorptive part, magnetic circular dichroism, and a dispersive
part, magnetic circular birefringence (MCB) (the wavelength
dependence of which is proportional to MORD), first observed
by Faraday and also known as the Faraday effect.10 Although
they result from different phenomena, NOA and MOA both
rotate the plane of polarization of linearly polarized light, their
combined effects being additive. MORD is unlike natural ORD,
however, in that natural ORD rotates the plane of polarized light
in the same sense regardless of the propagation direction,
whereas MORD depends on the relative directions of the light
propagation and the magnetic field. This difference is used to
distinguish the contribution of natural ORD from that of MORD
in measurements of total rotation. Quantum mechanical expres-
sions for the magnetic and natural optical activity of perfectly
oriented and isotropic samples are available8,11 and may be
derived for partially oriented systems.12 Expressions for the
natural CD and MCD of molecules partially oriented by
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photoselection, a case particularly important for time-resolved
photolysis experiments, were recently derived.13,14

The simple and sensitive technique used in this work to
measure nanosecond time-resolved MORD is explained in detail
in the preceding paper. This article presents tests of the
relationships derived in that paper and an application to the
ligand rebinding reaction of photolyzed myoglobin-CO, dem-
onstrating the usefulness of the technique for fast multichannel
kinetic spectroscopy.

Experimental Methods

A near-null polarimetric MORD measurement is made by
placing the sample between two crossed polarizers and rotating
the first polarizer clockwise (looking toward the probe source)
and then counterclockwise by a small angle,â, from the crossed
position. The measured signal is the ratio of the difference to
the sum of the intensities for the clockwise and counterclockwise
positions

The subscript D denotes the direction of the magnetic field,
parallel, P, or antiparallel, A, with respect to the probe
propagation direction. The contributions of natural ORD and
MORD are separated by taking the difference of the measure-
ments at opposite field directions, that is

whereâ is in degrees andH is the field strength (T).
Instrument. The TRMORD instrument is the same as the

TRORD instrument described previously,15 except for the
addition of a sample magnet and the Faraday compensator. The
optical layout is shown in Figure 1 of the preceding paper. A

matched pair of electric dipole magnets (GMW Associates,
model 3470, Redwood City, CA) provide magnetic fields of 1
T for the sample and the Faraday compensator, which uses a
matched cell and buffer solution. A xenon flashlamp produces
unpolarized light. The light is polarized by a Glan-Taylor laser
polarizer, which is rotated by small angles,(â, from horizontal.
A â of 1° is used for the data reported here. The light is then
passed through the poles of the magnet (12-mm gap) and enters
both the sample and the compensator with a beam diameter of
about 7 mm. A frequency doubled (532 nm) Quanta Ray DCR-
2A Nd:YAG laser produces 8-ns excitation pulses at 2 Hz. The
pulse energy is 12 mJ. A polarizer ensures horizontal polariza-
tion of the actinic beam. The collimated probe beam is focused
through a 250-mm slit into a Jarrel Ash spectrograph (150
grooves per mm, 450 nm blaze, for the Soret data) and is
detected with an EG&G OMA II detector. A Stanford Instru-
ments DG535 delay/pulse generator controls the timing of the
detector gate and the firing of the flashlamp with respect to the
laser pulse. The pulse timing and optical detection systems are
described in more detail elsewhere.15,16

The two probe polarizers are oriented along the horizontal
(LP1) and vertical (LP2) directions with an accuracy of
(0.013°.15 The probe and pump beams propagate at right
angles for all of the MORD measurements presented here. The
excitation laser is polarized parallel to the probe propagation
direction to eliminate any photoselection-induced LB or LD
contributions to the kinetic data reported in the last section of
the paper. All MCD measurements reported here were obtained
with the near-null ellipsometric method.17 The time-resolved
absorption and MCD measurements were performed on instru-
mentation described previously.17-20

Faraday Compensator. Two methods are used in this
laboratory to compensate for solvent-cell Faraday rotation with
the wavelength dispersion appropriate for multichannel spectral
measurements. One approach is to use the natural optical
rotation of a chiral substance transparent in the wavelength
region under investigation,19 as the natural and magnetic CBs
of materials tend to have very similar dispersions in spectral
regions far from the absorption bands. The MORDs of
transparent substances, such as water and quartz, obey Verdet’s
Law8

where [R]M is the molar MORD per unit path length and field
intensity, andV(λ) is the temperature-dependent Verdet constant
for a particular material. V(λ) is described by the Drude
equation8

whereCj is a constant appropriate to the absorption wavelength,
λj, and the sum is over all electronic transitions. Equation 5
demonstrates the similarity of the dispersion characteristics of
materials far outside absorption bands, where V(λ) ∝ λ-2. If
parallel and antiparallel field measurements are used to isolate
natural ORD from the MORD, a chiral material must be found
for each orientation, a condition that is easy to satisfy if both
enantiomers are available. However, finding appropriate sub-
stances becomes more difficult as wavelengths approach UV
absorption bands and the terms in eq 5 begin to diverge. A
second, more general method is to use a magnetized solvent
blank, i.e., an identical spectral cell containing solvent in a

Figure 1. Measured MORD (a) and calculated MCD (b) of MbCO
(s) and the 1µs deoxy photoproduct Mb* (- - -). Sample concentration
is 11 µM in a 5-mm path length cell at 26°C.

sD(t) )
I+â(t) - I-â(t)
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second magnetic field of equal strength and opposite direction,
as a Faraday compensator. The first method was found to work
well in the visible spectral region of the heme chromophore
but to be less effective for Soret-region MORD measurements,
thus all spectra reported here were obtained with the latter
method.

Sample Preparation and Data Collection. For measure-
ments intended to test predictions presented in paper 1 of this
series, a 10-µM sample of MbCO was prepared in a viscous
solvent of 90% glycerol and 10% aqueous sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.3) by weight. The sample temperature was 26
°C. The glycerol increases the sample viscosity by a factor of
150, which is expected to increase the rotational diffusion time
constant from 20 ns to 3µs.21 Because orientation disappears
through rotational diffusion more slowly at higher viscosities,
this is expected to increase the contribution of photoselection-
induced linear effects to signals measurable on the current
instrument, which has a time resolution of about 100 ns. For
the kinetic measurements, myoglobin (Mb) from horse skeletal
muscle (Sigma) was diluted with 0.1 mM sodium phosphate
buffer, pH 7.3, to give a final concentration of 11µM. The
sample was sealed in a 5-mm path length anaerobic sample cell
and reduced anaerobically under 1 atm of CO by addition of
sodium dithionite (Fluka) to a final concentration of 2 mM.

Spectra for the glycerol sample in parallel and antiparallel
magnet configurations were each collected with 2048 averages.
Consequently, each MORD and ORD spectrum consisted of
4096 averages. The data were smoothed using a 15-point (0.6
nm per point) Savitzky-Golay quadratic spectral convolution.

The time-resolved magnetic optical rotatory dispersion TR-
MORD (TRORD) measurements for MbCO, dissolved in buffer
only, were collected at 10 time delays ranging from 10µs to
10 ms (3 per decade) after ligand photolysis (512 scans/field
direction). The time delay was defined by the interval between
the laser photolysis pulse and the center of the 150-ns time gate
of the detector. The TRMORD (TRORD) data were smoothed
as above and analyzed using singular value decomposition.22

The decomposed data were then used to determine the lifetime
and spectrum associated with exponential decay of the photo-
lyzed sample using a nonlinear least-squares global analysis.23

Specific perturbations intentionally imposed on the sample
and instrument, such as photoselection, window strain, or
incomplete Faraday compensation, are described in the sections
pertaining to particular perturbations.

Kramers-Kronig Transforms. In principle, MCD and
MCB may be interconverted by use of the following integral
transforms:7-9

Although the integrals in eqs 6 and 7 run over all frequencies,
we limited the transform calculations presented below to
frequencies within the Soret spectral region (400-480 nm in
wavelength space) or within the visible bands (500-650 nm).
The Soret bands are intense and, in general, spectrally well
separated from the other porphyrin bands (although there is some
overlap with the weak N band), so that neglecting these other
transitions is not expected to introduce much distortion when
transforming between MCD and MCB within the Soret bands.
We previously found this approximate transform procedure to

work well for the natural Soret CD and CB of hemoglobin.15

Similarly, the visible bands are the lowest energy porphyrin
bands and are well-separated from the next higher energy
transitions, the Soret bands. Direct comparisons of the band
shapes of measured and transform-calculated MCB presented
below for myoglobin show that there, indeed, is reasonable
agreement between them in the Soret and visible; distortions
within the absorption-band regions for both bands appear to be
no greater than several percent. Calculated Soret or visible band
TRMCD spectra of greater accuracy could presumably be
obtained from limited bandwidth K-K transforms of TRMORD
data by extending the range of frequencies in the integration to
include neighboring bands.

Results and Discussion

Comparison with MCD and CD Measurements. Figure
1 shows the measured MORD spectra of carbonmonoxy and
deoxy (1-µs photolysis spectrum) myoglobin and the MCD
spectra calculated from the Kramers-Kronig transform (K-
K) of the MCB spectra. Figure 2 shows the corresponding ORD
and CD spectra. It is known that the absorption spectrum of
the 1-µs photolysis intermediate closely resembles a deoxy Mb
spectrum.24 However, there appears to be about a 4-6%
contribution by MbCO to the photolyzed spectra shown here.
A contribution by MbCO is suggested by the blue shoulder most
evident in the CD spectrum in Figure 2b. Consistent with this
interpretation is the observation that this feature increases as
the photolysis level is decreased by lowering the laser-pulse
energy (data not shown). Incomplete photolysis, perhaps from
photoselection or geminate recombination, would be the most
likely cause of a small (time independent) contribution by
MbCO to the 1-µs spectrum.

The Kramers-Kronig transform (K-K) of the Soret MORD
spectrum of unphotolyzed MbCO is similar to published MCD
spectra measured on conventional instrumentation for sperm
whale25 and with the MCD spectrum measured with the
ellipsometric TRMCD apparatus. The 1-µs photolyzed product

Figure 2. Natural ORD (a) and CD (b) of MbCO (s) and Mb* (- - -),
sample as in Figure 1 caption. Note that wavelength regions are different
for a and b.
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MORD spectrum is similar in intensity and shape to the
equilibrium deoxy spectrum of dolphin myoglobin26,27 and to
the K-K transform of the 1-µs MCD spectrum of horse skeletal
myoglobin (Figure 3). The comparison in Figure 3 reflects the
combined accuracies of the MORD technique and the ap-
proximate K-K transform procedure described in the Experi-
mental Methods. The good agreement over both the Soret and
visible spectral regions is strong evidence of their separate
accuracies, given the unlikelihood of a coincidental cancellation
of errors over multiple bands. The unphotolyzed and photolyzed
ORD spectra (obtained by summing reversed-field measure-
ments) are similar in intensity and shape to equilibrium MbCO
and Mb ORD spectra, and their K-K transforms agree with
CD spectra measured on conventional instrumentation.28

Application to Biological Molecules. The following three
sections address problems that may arise when simultaneously
measuring natural and magnetic optical activity in the presence
of experimental imperfections such as field drift, imprecise
polarizer rotation, and sample degradation. These considerations
are particularly pertinent to the application of this new technique
for time-resolved MORD measurements to biological macro-
molecules, which are typically chiral. Note that while the
treatment given of the second problem is particular to the near-
null technique, the results presented below for field drift and
sample degradation are generally applicable to MOA measure-
ments.

Magnetic Field Drift. We first consider the case in which
the magnetic-field magnitude differs between the opposed-field
measurements. If the fields do not match in magnitude, then

the MCB and CB calculated from eq 6 in paper 1 of this series
are

where ∆H ) HA - HP is the field difference between
antiparallel,HA, and parallel,HP, configurations, and the average
field magnitude,HP + 1/2∆H, is used in the denominator of eq
6, paper 1 of this series. Thus, the calculation of MCB is
unaffected (eq 8), whereas the calculated CB is distorted by
the addition of an MCB component that is proportional to the
difference in field strengths (eq 9). IfH‚MCB and CB are
approximately the same size, then typical field mismatches
(<1%) will produce a comparably small distortion in observed
CB. However, accurately measuring a CB that is small
compared toH‚MCB puts a proportionately greater demand on
field-magnitude stability. The predictions of eqs 8 and 9 are
verified in Figure 4 for a particular example,∆H ) 0.2H. In
this case, a 20% increase in field strength in the parallel
configuration is predicted by eq 9 to introduce a 10% proportion
of H‚MCB into the CB signal whereas eq 8 predicts no signal
distortion from CB in the MCB.

Polarizer Rotation Angle. Similarly, if differentâs are used
for each field configuration, then

whereâh and∆â are, respectively, the average and difference
of the measurement angles for the parallel (âP) and antiparallel
(âA) configurations. The calculated MCB includes a CB term
proportional to the difference in reference angles, and, con-
versely, the calculated CB includes an MCB term. The
predictions of eqs 10 and 11 are verified in Figure 4 for a
particular example,∆â ) 0.2âh.

Sample Degradation. Sample instability and concomitant
variation of sample concentration between measurements at
different field configurations may be an important consideration
in the laser photolysis of biological samples, particularly if
limited sample quantity prevents use of a flow system to replace
degraded sample. If the effective concentrations for parallel
and antiparallel field measurements differ by∆c, then we have

where the averages of the magnetic and natural circular
birefringence rotations at each configuration areMCB(t) and
CB(t), respectively,∆c ) cP - cA, and cj is the average
concentration. Note that these equations contain some simplify-
ing assumptions (specifically, neglect of any signal from the
photodegradation products and neglect of any change in effective
concentration between I+ and I- measurements made at a given
field configuration), but they nonetheless serve to show that
concentration instability tends to mix the MCB and CB signals.
(With regard to sample instability within measurements at a
given field configuration, it can be shown, starting from eq 5
in ref 15 for instance, that a change in sample transmission∆T
between I+ and I- measurements will distort the measured signal
by adding a term∆T/2T, whereT is the average transmission.)
An example of eqs 12 and 13 is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 3. MORD (- - -) and the Kramers-Kronig transform of the
MCD (s) of MbCO at 1µs after photolysis (Mb*): (a) visible bands
(concentration 110µM), (b) Soret bands (concentration 11µM).

MCBcalc(t) ) MCB(t) (8)

CBcalc(t) ) CB(t) - ∆H MCB(t)/2 (9)

MCBcalc(t) ) (âh‚MCB(t) - ∆â‚CB(t)/2H0)âh/âAâP (10)

CBcalc(t) ) (âh‚CB(t) - ∆â‚H0‚MCB(t)/2)âh/âAâP (11)

MCBcalc(t) ) MCB(t) + (∆c/2cjH)CB(t) (12)

CBcalc(t) ) CB(t) - (∆cH/2cj)MCB(t) (13)
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Optical Distortions. The following sections consider the
effects of optical imperfections and artifacts on near-null
polarimetric measurements (at a given field configuration). In
general, the effects of these nonideal cases can be reduced to
three empirical types: attenuations, offsets, and distortions of
time dependence, as discussed further for the cases below.

Insensitivity to Strained Optics. An important advantage
of the near-null MORD technique over the ellipsometric MCD
method is that magnetic optical activity may be measured with
much less sensitivity to interference from the linear birefringence
that can be introduced by inadvertent strain present in optical
components (or by sample photoselection, see below). Linear
birefringence enters in first order to the expressions describing
the ellipsometric CD signal,19 whereas it enters only to second
order in near-null ORD. Although this first-order LB signal

may be subtracted out in MCD by taking the difference of
opposed-field measurements, the second order coupling of LB
with the Faraday rotation of solvent and cell, which can be
relatively large, does not cancel between opposed-field MCD
measurements. These particular LB artifacts do not appear in
near-null ORD and MORD measurements. However, their LD
analogues do appear in ORD and MORD and are considered
below for the case of photoselection-induced LD in light
absorbing samples.

Naturally occurring strain in optical cells or components may
be difficult to characterize because it is often neither uniaxial
nor uniform. Well-characterized strain may be obtained with
a strain plate, e.g., a circular quartz plate compressed from the
edges to produce a nearly uniaxial strain whose magnitude may
be adjusted by varying the intensity of compression.29 An
adjustable strain plate with its fast axis rotated to various
orientations, placed in front of the sample cell (outside the
magnetic field), thus serves as a tractable model for the effect
of a strained entrance window derived in paper 1 in this series.

Figure 4. Effects of mismatched rotation angles,âP,A (angle mismatch,
AM), and field strengths (field mismatch, FM) on the determination
of MCB and CB from reverse field measurements (see eqs 8-11 in
text). No mismatch (s); FM, magnetic field 20% larger in parallel
field configuration (- - -); AM,â 20% larger in parallel configuration
(‚‚‚). (a) MCB. Observed spectrum is increased in amplitude in the
FM case, whereas in the AM case, it is distorted by the addition of a
-CB component and attenuated. (b) CB. Observed spectrum is distorted
by the addition of MCB in the FM case and is distorted by addition of
-MCB and attenuated in the AM case. (c) MCB from panel a
normalized to maximum intensity to demonstrate distortion of band
shape present in AM case, absent in FM case.

Figure 5. Effect of sample stability on the determination of MCB
and CB from reversed-field measurements as modeled by concentration
mismatch (CM) (see eqs 12 and 13 in text). No mismatch (s); CM,
sample concentration 20% smaller in the parallel field configuration
(- - -). (a) MCB. Observed spectrum is attenuated and distorted by
addition of CB in CM case. (b) CB. Observed CM-case spectrum is
attenuated and distorted by addition of MCB. (c) MCB from panel a
normalized to maximum intensity demonstrates band shape distortion.

Dispersion Measurements. 2. J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 102, No. 45, 19988753



A maximum strain value of 2° (δ1 at 425 nm) is used in the
examples presented in Figure 6, a value that is large compared
to strain levels typically tolerated in near-null measurements
but comparable to levels found in commercial low-strain optical
components.30 Two limiting cases of the azimuthal angle are
examined,φ1 ) 45° and 0° (cases I and II, respectively). For
case I, the offsets are expected to be zero (preceding paper, eq
42) and the (wavelength dependent) attenuation is expected to
be about 50% at 425 nm. The measured attenuation is 53%,
and the offset is less than 3 mdeg. For case II, the (wavelength
dependent) offset is expected to be proportional toδ1 times the
CD, or about 5% of the 425-nm signal, and attenuation is
expected to be less than 1%. It is difficult to determine the
attenuations and offsets with precision in this case because of
the induced sample CD factor, but by minimizing the residuals
between an attenuated combination of ideal CB and CD spectra
and the measured signal, the amount of introduced CD and
attenuation were determined to be within 8% of those expected
from eq 42 in the preceding paper.

Imperfect Faraday Rotation. Equation 30 in the preceding
paper describes the case in which the Faraday compensator does
not exactly cancel the Faraday rotation of the solvent in both
magnet configurations, producing an artifact that contributes in
first order to the measured signal. Unlike previous cases, this
artifact has a wavelength dependence that necessitates correction
procedures to reduce spectral distortions that may interfere with
the characterization of intermediates. In some cases, it may be
possible to fit a polynomial baseline to an artifactual signal in

spectral regions where the sample is known to have negligible
MORD or ORD and extrapolate this baseline to a spectral region
exhibiting optical activity for subtraction from rotatory data as
a correction procedure.

Two nonideal cases demonstrating the effect of improper
Faraday correction were investigated: (1) the magnetic field at
the compensating matched cell was increased to 1.03 T in the
parallel configuration and (2) the Faraday rotation of a 10-mm
glass plate was used to balance the Faraday rotation of a quartz
cell and water solvent. The latter case demonstrates the (time
independent) distortion caused by using an unsuitable material
for the Faraday compensator. In this case, although the
wavelength-averaged Faraday rotation was canceled by the
mismatched compensator, substantial wavelength dependence
is introduced into the spectra because the Faraday effect for
the compensator and solvent have different dispersions. This
is shown in Figure 7. As expected from paper 1 of this series,
eq 30, the major effect seen for both cases is the introduction
of a field-dependent birefringent offset to MCB signal and no

Figure 6. Effect of window strain on observed MCB (a) and CB (b).
No strain (s); Case I (‚‚‚), front window strain oriented atæ ) 45°,
shows maximum LD artifact; Case II (- - -),æ ) 0°, shows minimum
LD artifact. Strain magnitude,δ, is 3°. Data curves are offset several
mdeg to facilitate comparison.

Figure 7. Effect of imperfect Faraday compensation. No mismatch
between sample and compensator fields (both 1.00 T) (s); magnetic
field of (matched cell) Faraday compensator increased to 1.03 T (‚‚‚);
matched-cell compensator replaced by glass plate of equal length in
1.00 T field (- - -). (a) Measured MCB signal. (b) Measured MCB after
subtracting an offset of the signal at 450 nm to zero. (c) Measured CB
signal. Note that panels a and b are plotted over a larger wavelength
region than c.
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net offset to the determined CB. The apparent attenuations are
small, about 1%, as expected.

Photoselection-Induced Orientation. Oriented samples,
such as photoselected solutes, can exhibit a linear dichroism
that will contribute in first order to near-null ORD measurements
(paper 1 in this series, eq 25). This section demonstrates the
expressions in paper 1 of this series predicting the effects
associated with partial orientation by photoselection, as such
orientation introduces both offsets and attenuations that depend
on the orientation of the sample’s linear dichroism. The detailed
analysis presented there predicts a coupling between the linear
dichroism of the sample and the Faraday rotation of the solvent.
This coupling has a different dependence on photoselection
geometry than the first-order linear dichroism term (preceding
paper, eq 46). This coupling can be quite large because of the
relatively large size of the Faraday effect of the solvent and
cell windows, which is typically on the order of degrees. Hence,
an excitation geometry that minimizes the contribution of linear
dichroism to the measured signal may actually maximize the
contribution of the coupling to the detected signal. Empirical
confirmation of this coupling is a focus of this section. It also
demonstrates that by probing along the unique axis of the
photoexcited sample, the sample appears to be isotropic and
oriented sample terms vanish. This geometry should also be
insensitive to alignment errors to first order,31 as demonstrated
in Figure 8. An excitation geometry that achieves this isotropic
excitation has an excitation pulse propagating at 90° to the probe
propagation direction and is polarized parallel to the probe
propagation.32

The distribution of excited molecular orientations with respect
to the probe-source polarization was controlled by changingø
andF, angles illustrated in Figure 9. Here,ø is zero for LP1
polarized along theX axis. Setting the laser polarization parallel
(F ) 0°) or perpendicular (F ) 90°) to the probe propagation
direction corresponds, respectively, to the crossed parallel and
crossed perpendicular geometries described in paper 1 of this

series. For an excitation geometry withø equal to 0° and F
equal to 90°, the expected LD contribution is zero and the
contribution from the coupling term is maximized (preceding
paper, eq 46). By simply rotating the polarization by 90° (F )
0°), the sample is probed along the unique axis and appears to
be isotropic, eliminating the contributions of linear terms.

Figure 10 demonstrates the introduction of LD terms into
the time-resolved optical rotation signal of photolyzed MbCO,
here dissolved in glycerol/water solvent in order to extend the
rotational diffusion time constant, as the excitation polarization
orientation deviates from the probe polarization, i.e.,ø * 0. As
predicted from paper 1 in this series, eq 46,ø rotation (20°)
introduces a (first order) negative LD term to the measured
signal. The LD term introduced resembles the inverse of the
transient-absorption spectrum, as measured on a time-resolved
optical absorption instrument (differences are attributable to the

Figure 8. Measured MCB (a) and CB (b) after photolysis of MbCO
atF ) 0° (s), 5° (‚‚‚), 10° (- - -) in the presence of a small misalignment
(ca. 1°) from zero in the angleø. Note that theF ) 0° excitation
geometry shows minimum sensitivity to variations inø and F. See
Figure 9 for angle definitions.

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of some orientation angles for devices
and light beams in laser-photolysis near-null polarimetric MORD
apparatus. Magnetic-field lines (not shown) are parallel (or antiparallel)
to the probe beam propagation vector (Z axis). The probe-beam
propagation and polarization vectors (single- and double-headed arrows,
respectively) define theXZ plane. The probe beam is shown after
emerging from the first polarizer (LP1) with linear polarization along
the X axis. The excitation beam is shown coming in from below the
XZ plane, andF is the polarization angle of the excitation laser with
respect to theZ axis. Crossed (90°) beam excitation is shown with the
excitation polarization vector perpendicular to the probe-beam propaga-
tion (F ) 90°). The photoselection axis in this case has an azimuthal
angle ofø if the laser propagates at an angleø-90° to theXZ plane.
(Another excitation geometry discussed in the text is crossed beam
with excitation laser polarization parallel to probe propagation, i.e.,F
) 0°.)

Figure 10. Sensitivity of near-null natural optical rotation measure-
ments to linear dichroism artifact at 1µs after laser photolysis of MbCO
in glycerol/water. The signal measured atø ) 0° (s) corresponds to
CB. Normalized absorption difference spectrum for the same sample
represents the LD band shape (‚‚‚). The signal measured atø ) 20°
(- - -) contains both CB and LD.
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presence of optical rotation in the signal). Because the sign of
the (second order) Faraday-LD coupling term varies with the
sign of the field and CB was determined from the sum of
opposed-field measurements, it does not contribute to the LD
artifact in this case (see discussion below). This example shows
that a modest deviation in angle from 90° introduces a large
LD component due to the disparity in size between linear
dichroism and optical rotation.

Figure 11a demonstrates the introduction into the time-
resolved MCB signal of an artifact corresponding to the coupling
between the solvent-cell Faraday rotation and the photoselec-
tion-induced linear dichroism of the sample (MbCO in glycerol/
water). The MCB signal measured for an excitation geometry
of F ) 0° (artifact free) is compared to a geometry ofF ) 90°
exhibiting the coupling term (ø ) 0° in both geometries). The
prediction of such a coupling effect follows from the Mueller
analysis presented in the preceding paper. It may also be
understood intuitively by considering the apparent change in
LD azimuthal angle that the probe beam experiences as its
polarization angle undergoes Faraday rotation within the sample;
this apparent azimuth determines, in turn, how much additional
rotation the LD will itself contribute to the beam’s polarization.
The optical absorption of the sample taken at the same time is
shown to demonstrate that the spectral profile of the induced
term is determined mainly by the linear dichroism, although
the relatively featureless dispersion of the solvent-cell optical
rotation will also be convoluted into this term. The same panel
shows that when probed along the unique axis (F ) 0°), the
sample appears to be isotropic by symmetry and the coupling
is zero. The MCB of the same sample in water, where fast
rotational diffusion results in an isotropic sample at the time of
measurement, is shown for comparison. (Small disagreements

are due to differences in photolysis levels and cell composition
and to spectral changes associated with solvent composition.)

Figure 11b shows the effects of the above excitation
geometries on the natural CB obtained from reverse-field
measurements. TheF ) 0° case agrees well with the measured
signal in water. ForF ) 90°, a small LD signal is present.
This is attributed to small misalignment in the angleø from its
nominal value of zero in this example, highlighting the fact that
even small errors can have a pronounced effect on the CB for
F ) 90°. It should also be emphasized that this geometry is
impractical for MCB measurements because of the coupling
term and is discussed here to emphasize the sensitivity of this
particular geometry to angular misalignment. Figure 8 illustrates
the relative insensitivity to angular misalignment of theF ) 0°
case; several degrees of angular misrotation are required to
introduce distortion into the MCB or CB reverse-field measure-
ments. The CB term is more sensitive in this case to these
angular misalignments than the MCB term because of its smaller
size.

TRMORD and TRORD of Photolyzed MbCO. The
difference (transient- prephotolysis) TRMORD spectra in Soret
bands are shown in Figure 12, and the corresponding TRORD
bands are shown in Figure 13. The TRMORD and the TRORD
data (a total of 3072 wavelength scans per time point) were
analyzed using SVD and global analysis. The signal-to-noise
ratio of these data is about 100. Exponential fitting of the time-
resolved MORD and ORD data gave an observed exponential
decay time of 1.5 ms (standard deviation 0.1 ms). Time-
resolved absorption measurements on the same sample (data
not shown) yielded an identical lifetime, which is also similar

Figure 11. Effect of orientation by photoselection on MCB and CB
measurements at 1µs after photolysis of MbCO in viscous glycerol/
water solvent atø ) 0°. (a) Observed MCB signal.F ) 0°: glycerol
(‚‚‚); no glycerol (s). F ) 90°: glycerol (-‚-); normalized 1-µs
absorption difference spectrum (- - -) corresponding to band shape of
LD artifact. (b) Observed CB.F ) 0°: glycerol (‚‚‚); no glycerol (s).
F ) 90°, glycerol (- - -). The close agreement between measurements
made atF ) 0 for viscous and nonviscous solvent demonstrate that
this geometry is least sensitive to LD artifacts arising from photose-
lection-induced orientation. Figure 12. Absolute Soret TRMORD spectra and difference (transient

- prephotolysis) spectra after laser photolysis of MbCO, collected at
logarithmic time intervals: 10, 22, 46, 100, ..., 10000µs.
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to those previously reported for transient Soret absorption
measurements in sperm whale (SW)24 and horse33 myoglobins.

The spectral changes associated in both MORD and ORD
with this lifetime are consistent with those expected from ligand
recombination, being nearly identical with the deoxy- minus
carbonmonoxymyoglobin difference spectrum. Thus, the MORD
and ORD results presented here agree with previous assignments
of this rate to bimolecular recombination of CO to the
photolyzed myoglobin species. Ultrafast transient-absorption
spectroscopy has shown that a deoxy-like absorption spectrum
occurs within hundreds of femtoseconds following photolysis,34

a result that suggests that nearly all of the conformational
differences between ligated and unligated myoglobin in the
region of the protein near the heme relax on a subpicosecond
time scale. Accordingly, the TRMORD spectra seen at the
earliest nanosecond times presented here also appear to be very
much deoxy-like.

A small fraction of the photolyzed MbCO molecules undergo
a geminate recombination reaction that occurs on a 100 ns time
scale.24,33 It has also been shown that at temperatures below
about 200 K, the kinetics of the geminate process are highly
nonexponential.25 This has been attributed to the existence of
a hierarchy of nonequilibrium conformational substates from
which photolysis and geminate rebinding occur,35,36so that the
kinetics become more exponential as the temperature is in-
creased and interconversions between substates become more
rapid. Although the Soret TRMORD measurements presented
here do not have the time resolution needed to detect the
geminate process, a more detailed study using the time-resolved
MORD technique to examine the nature of protein relaxations

following ligand photolysis of carbonmonoxy Mb with greater
time resolution will be presented elsewhere.

The results presented here primarily serve to demonstrate a
new capability introduced by the development of this near-null
TRMORD technique, the ability to accurately measure nano-
second time-resolved MORD (and natural ORD) spectra with
a signal-to-noise ratio suitable for global kinetic analysis. We
demonstrate that this method is less sensitive to optical artifacts
than is the ellipsometric method for measuring TRMCD, so that
K-K transformation of data from TRMORD measurements may
offer a preferable way to obtain TRMCD spectra in the presence
of birefringence from strained optics. It also offers signal-to-
noise advantages in that time-resolved magnetic optical activity
may be measured outside of absorption bands. With regard to
the myoglobin example presented here, it is interesting to note
that the spectral changes associated with ligand recombination
are much more evident in MORD (Figures 1 and 12) than in
absorption. This example thus reflects what is expected to be
a general advantage for TRMORD spectroscopy: MORD
spectra generally contain spectral features and sign information
not available in ordinary absorption, so that in many instances
MORD spectroscopy is able to reveal information about the
coordination chemistry of heme complexes that is not available
from simple absorption.1-5 The TRMORD technique demon-
strated here now brings these advantages to the characterization
of rapid kinetic processes in magnetooptically active systems
such as heme proteins.
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